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- Data Coverage
- Scenarios
- Extensibility
- Partnerships
Data Coverage

Next target:
- 100M+ papers
- 20+ domains

Focus on quality
- Continue to leverage MSR technologies
- Streamline user input and verification process
Scenarios

- Completeness in scenarios (& features) across domains
- Cross domain analysis
- More accessible
  - E.g. Library link through
- Beyond co-authorship
- What is influence?
Extensibility

- Experiences across devices and platforms:
  - Cloud + Client

- Investment in APIs & widgets
  - Driven by community asks
  - Simple, Reliable, and Scalable

- Encouraging an Ecosystem
Partnerships

- Build partnerships with:
  - Publishers
  - Repositories
  - Libraries
  - Academics

- Strategic collaborations:
  - E.g. ORCHID
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